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Electronic delocalization and persistent currents in nonsymmetric-dimer
mesoscopic rings threaded by magnetic flux

X. F. Hu, Z. H. Peng, R. W. Peng,* Y. M. Liu, F. Qiu, X. Q. Huang, A. Hu,
and S. S. Jiang
National Laboratory of Solid State Microstructures and Department of Physics, Nanjing University,
Nanjing 210093, China

~Presented on 9 January 2004!

We investigate electronic delocalization and magnetic-flux-induced persistent current in the
mesoscopic ring, which is constructed according to the nonsymmetric-dimer~NSD! model. The
flux-dependent energy spectra, electronic wavefunctions, and persistent currents are theoretically
obtained. It is demonstrated that due to the localization-delocalization transition of electrons, the
electronic state in the NSD ring can be localized, extended, and the intermediate case between
extended states and localized ones. The persistent current~PC! approaches the behavior of free
electrons if the Fermi level is around the near-resonant energy. Otherwise, the PC is depressed
dramatically. This conclusion could be generalized to other correlated-disordered systems. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1651801#
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Since Anderson presented the electronic localizat
theorem based on a model with a site-diagonal disorde
1958,1 much attention has been paid to the problem of el
tronic localization in one-dimensional~1D! disordered
systems.2 Recently, some fascinating issues have added fr
insight into the localization problem. It is shown that e
tended states can still exist in the system with correla
disorder. One typical case is the random-dimer mo
~RDM! introduced by Dunlap, Wu, and Phillips in 1990.3 In
the RDM, one of two site energiesea and eb is randomly
assigned to pairs in the lattice, and an invariable near
hopping integralV connects the sites. Provided thatuea

2ebu<2V, there areAN extended electronic states in th
RDM with length N; otherwise, localization occurs. Thi
kind of localization-delocalization transition has also be
found in the random trimer, random dimer-trimer, and ev
the randomn-mer model.4 The widely accepted understan
ing of the electronic delocalization in RDM-like systems
that the impurity possesses internal symmetry, and this sh
range correlated disorder can make the localization len
comparable to the length of the system at reson
energies.3,5 However, near-resonant scattering was found
nonsymmetric-dimers chains in 1994.6 Very recently, reso-
nant scattering phenomenon has been observed inn-mer
chains with inversely symmetric impurities.7 It is shown that
the internal mirror symmetry is not a necessary condition
the presence of electronic delocalization: Instead, the sh
range spatial correlation plays an important role in such s
tems with correlated disorder. Considering the analogy
tween electronic transport in a 1D chain and that in
mesoscopic ring,8 we may ask whether a similar resona
phenomenon may occur in a mesoscopic ring.

In this paper, we investigate electronic delocalizati
and its effect on the persistent current in a 1D disorde
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mesoscopic ring threaded by a magnetic flux. The mes
copic ring is constructed according to the nonsymmet
dimer ~NSD! model, where the defect clusters are random
embedded into a monoatomic host system, but each clu
contains two kinds of defects, i.e., the cluster is nonsymm
ric, and thus it is different from the RDM. It is well known
that Büttiker, Imry, and Landauer first theoretically predicte
the persistent current~PC! in the flux-threaded mesoscop
ring in 1983.8 The experimental work on persistent curren
has been carried out since the last decade. In an early ex
ment by Lévy et al.,9 the PC measured on 107 copper rings is
in agreement with the theoretical prediction under the dif
sive case. However, the experimental observation by Ch
drasekharet al.10 indicated that the current in a single A
ring is one or two orders of magnitude larger than the va
predicted by the noninteracting theory. Some models h
been presented to explain this puzzle.11 In our case, due to
the electronic localization-delocalization transition in t
NSD system, the PC in the NSD mesoscopic rings presen
rich feature. The PC can approach the behavior of free e
trons regardless of the disorder if the Fermi level is arou
the energy of near-resonant scattering, while the PC can
depressed dramatically if the Fermi level is far away fro
the energy of near-resonant scattering. Our investigati
provide another reasonable model to explain the ano
lously large PC observed in the experiments.

Consider a 1D aperiodic mesoscopic ring threaded
the magnetic flux. There areN sites in the ring, and thel th
site is occupied by the atomal ( l 51,2,. . . ,N). In the tight-
binding approximation, without an electron-electron intera
tion, the Schro¨dinger equation for a spinless electron in a 1
aperiodic mesoscopic ring threaded by a magnetic fluxF can
be written as

~E2e l !Cl5Vl ,l 11Cl 111Vl ,l 21Cl 21 , ~1!

whereCl is the amplitude of wavefunction on thel th site,
Vl ,l 61 is the nearest hopping integral, and the site-energye l
5 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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is taken ase l5ea ~or eb , ec) if atoma ~or b, c) occupies the
site. Equation~1! can also be expressed in the matrix form

S Cl 11

Cl
D5Ml 11,l S Cl

Cl 21
D , ~2!

where the transfer matrix

Ml 11,l5S E2e l

Vl ,l 11
2

Vl ,l 21

Vl ,l 11

1 0
D . ~3!

Because a magnetic fluxF threaded through the ring
will lead to the twisted boundary condition for the wav
function of the electrons, the equation for the global trans
matrix has the form

S CN11

CN
D5M̄ S C1

C0
D5ei2pF/F0S C1

C0
D , ~4!

where M̄5) l 51
N Ml 11,l and F05hc/e is the flux quantum.

By denoting the trace ofM̄ asx5 1
2Tr M̄ , the flux-dependen

energyEn(F) can be obtained from

x5cos~2pF/F0!, ~5!
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and the persistent current in the ring contributed by thenth
energy level follows:

I n~F!52c
]En~F!

]F
, ~6!

wherec is the velocity of the light. At zero temperature,
the number of electrons in the spinless fermion syst
equalsNe , the total persistent current in the mesoscopic r
satisfies

I ~F!5 (
n51

Ne

I n~F!. ~7!

In our case, the mesoscopic ring is constructed accord
to the NSD model. The NSD model contains three kinds
atoms:a,b, andc. The host atoma and the paired impurity
atomsbc are distributed randomly on the sites, and there i
total of N sites in the NSD model. Without loss of generalit
we let the nearest hopping interval of atomsa2a, a2b, and
a2c be the same asVa,a5Va,b5Va,c5V, but the nearest
hopping interval of atomsb2c is Vb,c5V̄. As we know,
near-resonant scattering can happen if the reflec
coefficient6
ur u2512
4V2V̄2 sin2 k

@V̄22V22WbWc2V~Wb1Wc!cosk#21V2@~Wb2Wc!
214V̄2#sin2 k

~8!
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ing,
is close to zero in the nonsymmetric-dimer chain, wh
Wb5ea2eb , Wc5ea2ec , and k is the wavevector.@Ac-
cording to Eq.~8!, we haveur u250 only in the case ofWb

5Wc andV̄5V, i.e., a symmetric dimer. Therefore, there
only near-resonant scattering in a nonsymmetric-dimer st
ture.# Once in the case of near-resonant scattering, the en
satisfies

E>Eg5ea12V cosk. ~9!

Thus, the impurity cluster seems to not have affected
amplitude of the electronic wave function, and the NS
structure looks like the monoatomic~i.e., the atom ‘‘a’’ ! sys-
tem. The behavior of electrons in the NSD ring is exac
like that in the NSD chain: the wave vectork is determined
by the magnetic fluxF in the ring, i.e.,kL52pF/F0 (F0

5hc/e is the flux quantum andL is the length of the ring!.
Near-resonant scattering will happen in the NSD mesosc
ring if the Fermi level is close to the near-resonant ene
given by Eqs.~8! and~9! whenur u2 approaches zero. There
after, the PC in this ring with correlated disorder will a
proach that in the ordered~periodic! mesoscopic rings.

The above analysis can be demonstrated by the num
cal calculation on the energy spectrum and the persis
current in the 1D NSD mesoscopic ring. In the followin
calculation, the parameters are taken asN5595, ea50.4,
eb51.0, ec51.22, V521.48, V̄51.183, and the number
of atomsa,b, andc in the ring are almost the same, whic
correspond to the most disordered case. The flux-depen
e
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energy spectrum can be obtained according to Eqs.~3!–~5!.
Figure 1~a! shows the energy levels around the near-reson
energy Eg52.05. Obviously in the vicinity of the near
resonant energy, the energy level has narrow gaps atF/F0

50 andF/F0 560.5 @shown in Fig. 1~a!#, which is quite
similar to that in the ordered ring. Figure 1~b! presents the
flux-dependent eigenenergy which is away from the ne
resonant energy. The energy level shows large gaps an
much smoother in the case here the energy deviates from
resonant energy@shown in Fig. 1~b!#.

Based on Eqs.~6! and ~7!, the persistent current can b
calculated. Figure 2~a! presents the total persistent curre

FIG. 1. The flux-dependent energy level of the 1D NSD mesoscopic r

whereN5595, ea50.4, eb51.0, ec51.22,V521.48, andV̄51.183. ~a!
Around the near-resonant energyE>Eg52.05. ~b! Away from the near-
resonant energy.
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when the Fermi level is closest to the near-resonant en
Eg52.05. This Fermi level corresponds to the electron- fi
ing numberNe5379. It is shown that the current is quit
large (I /I 0 max.0.75, with slight suppression!, although the
correlated disorder exists in the NSD system. The beha
of the PC in this case approaches that of a free electron
the other hand, if the Fermi level occupies the off-reson
energy, the persistent current will be significantly reduc
Figures 2~b! and 2~c! illustrate the significantly depressed P
with different magnitudes.

In order to understand the behavior of the PC in the N
ring, the electronic wave function has been studied. Apply
Eqs. ~2! and ~3! in the initial conditions ofC050 andC1

51, we have obtained the amplitude of the electronic wa
function on each site of the ring. Figures 3~a!–3~c! are the
wave function on the Fermi level corresponding to the d
ferent highest-occupied electrons in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, where
F/F050.25. It is obvious that the wave function is almo
extended@shown in Fig. 3~a!# if the Fermi energy is closes
to the near-resonant energyEg52.05. It propagates throug
the whole ring with very little decay. Figures 3~b! and 3~c!
show intermediated and localized wave functions, resp
tively, when the Fermi level deviates from the near-reson
energy. Therefore, in the NSD mesoscopic ring, the per
tent current is almost not suppressed if there is an exten
electronic state at the Fermi level. The behavior of the
resembles the case of a free electron, although there is

FIG. 2. The persistent current in the NSD mesoscopic ring with the s
parameters as in Fig. 1, whereI 05(4pc/NF0)sin(Nep/N). ~a! Large per-
sistent current whenNe5379 (E52.0353937;2.0587578).~b! Suppressed
persistent current whenNe5221 (E520.2204804;20.2028655). ~c!
Infinitesimal persistent current whenNe5161 (E520.9383504
;20.9210108).
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disorder in the NSD ring. The electronic delocalization i
deed occurs in the NSD ring. However, if the electronic st
is intermediated or localized at the Fermi level, the persist
current is significantly decreased.
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FIG. 3. The wave-function amplitudes on each site of the NSD ring wh
the Fermi level corresponds to the cases in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, respectively,
whereF/F050.25. The highest-occupied electronic state is~a! almost ex-
tented whenNe5379 andE52.0487790107727,~b! intermediated when
Ne5221 andE520.204 360 395 669 9, and~c! localized whenNe5161
andE520.938 350 439 071 6.


